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Abstrakt 

S vývojem informací, komunikací a technologií se moderní průmyslové řídicí systémy 

(ICS) potýkají čím dál více s otázkami automatického testováni pro zabezpečení 

stability a bezpečnosti systému. Z tohoto důvodu se testování stalo jednou  

z nejdůležitějších částí životního cyklu všech softwarů. V této diplomové práci budu 

zvažovat možnost využití stávajících zkušebních metod a nástrojů pro získání 

dostatečné jakosti a bezpečnosti softwaru v kontinuálních integračních systémech. 

Klíčová slova 

zajištění kvality, vývoj, testování černé skříňky, selenium, testy automatizace E2E, 

kontinuální integrace, řízení projektů 

 

Abstract 

With the evolution of information, communications, and technologies, modern 

industrial control systems (ICSs) face more with the necessity of automatization testing 

processes at the company to ensure the stability and safety of the system. For this 

reason, testing has become one of the most important parts of the software development 

lifecycle. In this master thesis we will consider the possibility of using existing testing 

methods and tools to ensure the achievement of software quality and security  

in Continuous Integration systems. 

  

Key words 

quality assurance, development, black box testing, selenium, E2E test automation, 

continuous integration, project management 
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Rozšířený abstrakt 

Předmětem diplomové práce je integrace testovacích aktivit do procesu kontinuální 

integrace v novém týmu Financial Operations ve společnosti SAP Brno. Důvodem 

zvolení dané problematiky je sdílení vlastních zkušeností z praxe ve vývojovém týmu. 

Ve společnosti SAP pracuji dva roky jako Quality Assurance a věřím, že tato práce  

by mohla pomoct mladým studentům lépe porozumět úloze QA ve vývojovém týmu, 

úkolům a každodenním povinnostem. Metodiky, které jsou popsány v následujících 

kapitolách, by mohly poskytnout dobré znalosti čtenářům, což v budoucnosti pomůže 

vést k adekvátnímu rozhodování. Vzhledem k tomu, že se jedná o mezinárodní 

společnosti a specifickou terminologii, bylo pro sepsání této práce rozhodnuto zvolit 

anglický jazyk. 

Diplomová práce poskytuje odpovědi na následující otázky. 

Co je kontinuální integrace a jak ji implementovat do životního cyklu vývoje softwaru?  

Jak může navrhovaný přístup zkrátit dobu hledání defektů a jejích následně odstranění? 

Jak zajistit kvalitu odpovídající firemním produktovým standardům? 

Jaké nástroje lze použít k dosažení stanovených cílů? 

Co tato práce nezahrnuje 

Práce nepokrývá technický popis zvolených nástrojů. Rovněž není možné a není 

užitečné vysvětlit všechny typy testování, mechanismy reportovaní a druhy 

deploymentu v používané CI. 

Trendy v IT komunitě se rychle mění. Vedoucí vývojového týmu by měl být vždy 

seznámen s nástroji a technologiemi, které umožnují řídit vývojový (development) tým 

co nejefektivněji. Mnoho společností vidí problém v interakcích mezi vývojovými  

a operačními týmy. Vývojáři věří, že pokud vše běží lokálně, lze to také aplikovat  

do rutinní výroby. Pokud se přesto vyskytnou problémy, pak ze strany operačního týmu 

zní: „Ano, v softwaru jsou problémy s kódem, vraťte to vývojářům, aby je opravili!“ 

Díky tomuto přístupu se vydávání produktů neustále zpožďovalo a kvalita konečného 
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produktu se často zhoršovala. Nastávala situace, kdy v jednom vydání (releasu)  

se zavádělo vice změn a bylo velmi obtížné zjistit, co způsobilo výrobní problémy. 

Předpokládejme, že pracujeme na komplexním projektu s mnoha moduly. Při přidávání 

nové funkce je nutné ověřit, že systém funguje podle očekávání a všechny jeho části 

jsou vzájemně dokonale sladěny. K tomu je nutné kompilovat a konfigurovat nejen 

změněnou část projektu, ale i zbývající moduly, provádět automatizované testy  

a testovat celou infrastrukturu. 

Metodika DevOps byla navržena tak, aby tyto problémy vyřešila. Měla by propojovat 

vývojový a operační tým. Hlavním cílem této metodiky je vytvořit vzájemnou závislost 

vývoje, provozu, nasazení a testování softwaru s cílem pomoct organizacím rychleji  

a efektivněji vytvářet a aktualizovat své softwarové produkty a služby, které jsou 

provozovány v reálném čase nebo ve výrobě. 

To znamená, že operační tým, software quality assurance (SQA) a vývojáři pracují  

na stejném projektu, zasedají ve stejné místnosti, provádějí společné meetingy  

a komunikují, což je vždy užitečné a vede k lepším výsledkům. DevOps zahrnuje 

postupy, které by mohly vývojovým týmům pomoct zlepšit kvalitu produktů a jejich 

vydávaní. Jedním z těchto postupů je právě kontinuální integrace (Continuous 

Integration). 

Pro implementaci testovaní do kontinuální integrace v novém týmu, jsem nadefinovala 

dílčí cíle kterých má byt dosaženo, aby byl vidět směr a hodnota stanovené práce.  

Proto jsem pro tvorbu správného řešení rozdělila informaci na tři části.  

První část je zaměřena na vysvětlení nejpoužívanější metodiky agilního vývoje softwaru 

– Scrum, kterou používá Financial Operations tým ve společnosti SAP.  

Ukazuje, jak vývojový tým v reálném pracovním prostředí používá tuto praxi k řízení 

svých projektů. Teoretický úvod do práce má svůj logický cíl. Čtenář má pochopit  jak 

dva přístupy Agile a Devops mohou spolupracovat. Také tato část popisuje koncepce 

testování softwaru v systémech Continuous Integration a uvádí požadavky  

na ustanovení CI v development týmech. 
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Druhá část diplomové práce provádí analýzu stávajících testovacích technik a nástrojů, 

které používají vývojové týmy v SAP Lab Czech Republic. Pro všechny testovací 

metody je uveden obecný popis, jeho analýza a použitelnost pro průběžné testování 

integrace. 

Úvod do této kapitoly vychází z obecných informací o společnosti, popisu produktů  

a její organizační struktury. Na základě informací, které jsme získali  v této části  

o testovacích technikách a nástrojích používaných v SAP, vidíme, že týmy mohou 

vytvářet vlastní testovací strategii. Současný stav ukazuje, že nově založený tým  

si může vybrat kanály pro komunikaci a podávání zpráv, nástroje pro testování  

a ukládání výsledků, model rozvoje, jako je SCRUM nebo kombinaci různých metod, 

které jsou vždycky přizpůsobeny potřebám týmu. Analýza současného stavu byla 

provedena na základě zkoumání řady interní dokumentace, firemního blogu, osobní 

komunikace s řediteli jednotlivých tymů a vlastní pracovní zkušenosti v uvedené 

společnosti. 

V poslední třetí části jsou podrobně rozepsány postupy, jak dosáhnout kontinuální 

integraci ve vývojovém týmu. Pro tyto činnosti jsem ukázala interakce mezi příslušnými 

nástroji a vytvořila jsem vlastní testovací strategii. V závěru praktické části práce jsem 

napsala skript pro E2E automation test v Robot Framework, který bude zahrnut  

do regresního testovacího procesu na Jenkinsovi. 

Navrhnutý testovací koncept jsem představila manažerovi a koordinátorovi programu 

kvality na firmě, připravila jsem relevantní dokumentaci a aktualizovala jsem centrální 

nástroje pro podávání zpráv o nejnovějších výsledcích provedené práce. Popsané řešení 

přivedlo vývojový tým k úplnému pokrytí požadavků kvality finálního produktu  

a ke splnění produktových standardů SAP. 

Tato diplomová práci byla pro mě zajímavá zkušenost, protože jsem tuto cestu zahájila 

v loňském roce a od té doby jsem měla možnost aplikovat teoretické znalosti  

ve skutečném pracovním prostředí a získat pozitivní zpětnou vazbu od vývojového 

týmu a top managementu firmy. Vytvoření konceptu testování je nekonečný proces 

a existuje vice kroků a cest k neustálému zlepšování. Toto nabízí možnost pokračovat  

v této práci v budoucnosti a přizpůsobovat různé nástroje a rámce nově vznikajícím 

okolnostem. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Trends in the IT community move fast. As a leader of development team, you should 

always be familiar with tools and technologies developers are interested in order to help 

them achieve their goals. A lot of companies see the problem in the interactions 

between development and operation teams. The developers believed that if the code run 

locally, then there is no problem - you can push it in to the production. If problems 

nevertheless arise, then from the side of the operation team it sounds, “Yes, there  

are problems with the code, back it to developers to fix!” Due to this approach, product 

releases were constantly delayed, and the quality of the final product often suffered.  

It was also strongly affected by the fact that a lot of changes were rolled out in one 

release and it was very difficult to figure out what caused the production problems.  

Let’s assume you are working on a complex project with many modules. When adding 

new functionality, it is necessary to verify that the system works as expected, and all  

its parts are perfectly coordinated with each other. For this, it is necessary to compile 

and configure not only the changed part of the project, but also the rest of the modules, 

run automated tests and test the entire infrastructure. 

DevOps was designed to solve these problems. It supposed to bind the development 

team and the operation team. The main goal of this methodology is to create  

an interdependence of software development, operation, deployment and testing,  

in order to help organizations, create and update their software products and services 

that are operated in real time or in production faster and more efficiently. 
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Figure 1: DevOps practice 

 (Source: own processing) 

It means that operation team, software quality assurance (SQA) and developers  

are in the same team, sit in the same room, hold general meetings, and communicate, 

which is always useful and lead to better results. DevOps includes practices, that could 

help to development teams improve the quality of products and delivery of releases. 

One of these practices is Continuous Integration (CI).  

What is Continuous Integration?  

Building the software nowadays is not a new problem, but with increases  

of dependencies and complexity (even just with involving a new person to the project) 

requires integrating and ensuring that all software components work together – early 

and often (Duval, Matyas, Glover, 2007, p.10). Working in a CI way means that team 

members integrate their work frequently (at least daily), which leads to multiple 

integrations per day. Each integration is verified with testing to detect the errors  

on the early stages of the project. This approach helps to development teams reduce the 

integration problems by making the work of testers much easier  

in a sense that now the testing process goes all along the way, rather than on the latest 

stage (Fowler, 2006). 

The process of development goes in the next way: the developer, after having 

completed his task and debugged, saves his changes to a working copy (TFS, SVN, 
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Git). Further, a certain robot (TFS, TeamCity, Jenkins) monitors the changes  

in the working version. He sees that the working copy has changed and starts building 

the project. According to the results of the assembly, the developer (and other interested 

parties) is notified that everything went well or not. The notifications could come via 

email, messages in Slack or displayed on a web page. Thus, if the assembly failed,  

the developer will immediately know about it. Then if no errors occur while assembling, 

starts the testing phase (more detailed about the phases and steps in a software 

developing we will talk in the next chapters). 

Major benefits from the CI: 

1. accelerate delivery - achieved by the fact that developers immediately know 

about the build errors and, accordingly, quickly start to fix them, 

2. repeatability - the whole process is repeatable, if no changes have occurred, then 

the assembly will also be successful, 

3. resource optimization - there is no need to manually start the assembly  

on a personal computer or build server, there is no need to prepare the assembly, 

download the source from source control, etc. 

The scope of the master thesis is to analyze testing techniques in Continuous Integration 

systems and integrate testing into CI process at the newly appeared team at the SAP 

company. For this purpose, in the chapter 1 I will define the goals that should be 

achieved at the end of the work. Next in the chapter 2 I will describe the main principles 

and requirements for providing CI at the Agile development team and show how Agile 

and DevOps can get along. In the chapter 3 I will introduce to the reader the company, 

its business processes and the current status of testing activities. The final chapter 4 

is dedicated to the process of CI and its integration with testing, and as a conclusion  

I will present an automation test script created by the proposed methodology.  

Chapter 5 describes the benefits and appreciation of this work to the team  

and the company and the conclusions summarize a done work and prove that all goals 

defined earlier were met. 
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1 AIM OF THE THESIS 

Purpose of the master thesis is to analyze existing testing techniques in Continuous 

Integration systems and integrate testing into CI process at the newly appeared team at 

the company SAP. 

The considered objectives for this mater thesis are: 

1. research the theory, 

2. describe the work processes at the development teams using Agile and DevOps 

methodologies,  

3. get the theoretical knowledge about the CI, 

4. analyze existing testing techniques at the company SAP, 

5. describe interactions between the appropriate tools to get the CI, 

6. build own test strategy, 

7. integrate testing into CI process,  

8. write an automation test script using the provided solution. 

This master thesis gives answers on the next questions. 

What is the Continuous Integration and how to implement it on every stage  

of the development lifecycle? 

How the proposed approach can reduce the time of defect finding and bug fixing? 

How to build quality into company’s products? 

What tools could be used to achieve the defined goals? 

What this work does not cover 

The work does not cover technical set up description of the appropriate tools. It focuses 

on the implementation of the CI to get the cohesive software focusing on the key 

practices. It is also not possible and not useful to cover with the explanation all types  

of testing, reporting mechanisms, and types of deployment used by CI.  
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Before we will start with the explanation of named objectives, I would like to say 

couple words about the reason why I choose this topic for my master thesis. 

I am working as a Quality Assurance (QA) for two years at the SAP and describing own 

experience. I believe that this work could help to young students understand closer  

the QA role at the development team, tasks, and daily work. The methodologies 

 that described in the next chapters could make a good knowledge background which 

will help to the readers to make a well-informed decision. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This part of the thesis will be focused on the most popular Agile software development 

methodology – Scrum. We will see how development teams in a real working 

environment use this practice to manage their projects. Theoretical introduction  

to the work has its logic aim to show how two approaches Agile and Devops can get 

along. 

Nowadays DevOps strengthens its position in the world of software development,  

and that is why we should get used to the new term “Continuous”. Continuity presents 

in all processes related to the modern application development and in this chapter,  

I want to introduce and explain them to the reader. Describe the concepts of software 

testing in Continuous Integration systems, and requirements for providing Continuous 

Integration process on a development project. 

2.1 Agile 

Working in an agile way means making quickly small changes, learning from it, making 

adjustments for understanding of the problem and repeating these many times. In 

general, it´s the thinking of developing things "incrementally". When teams facing with 

two or more alternatives that deliver roughly the same value, then generally take the 

path that makes future change easier or split it into even smaller pieces to get more 

feedback in learning what the right way is (Orosz, 2015). 

2.1.1 Basic Setup for Agile 

To run agile, company should be aware and establish some of the agile aspects to enable 

exchange, efficient planning etc. Agile is a framework and there are various approaches 

to implement agile. One of them is a SCRUM. 

I would define SCRUM as a project management approach that is built on the principles 

of time management. Its main feature is the involvement of all participants in the 

process, and each participant has a specific role (Orosz, 2015). 
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Figure 2: SCRUM 

(Source: own processing adapted from Kunz, Leigh, Associates, 2018) 

The Scrum is working on Sprint principle, during the sprint all team members work  

on the product to get the new updated version. Sprint is always limited in time (1-4 

weeks, often its 2 weeks) and has the same duration throughout the life of the product 

Schwaber, Sutherlad, 2017). 

Before each Sprint starts, Sprint Planning should be done, on which the content  

of the Product Backlog is evaluated, and the Sprint Backlog is formed. Sprint Planning 

contains the tasks (Story, Bugs, Tasks) that must be completed in the current sprint. 

Each sprint should have a goal, and Sprint Backlog helps to achieve this aim. The idea 

of the Sprint based development approach is to implement a working product increment 

during each Sprint. Product increment should provide additional value to stakeholders. 

In addition to capabilities and enhancements delivered with previous Sprints, it should 

contain additional features and improvements (Schwaber, Sutherlad, 2017). 
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Figure 3: Features at the backlog 

(Source: own processing) 

For all activities relating to implementation, testing and delivery as well as 

communication with stakeholders it is essential to have a clear list of what is planned to 

be provided at the end of the Sprint. Communication is essential part of every scrum 

team to achieve planned results and next I want to provide to the readers the main terms 

related to the agile managing processes (Schwaber, Sutherlad, 2017). 

Product Backlog 

This is the list of user stories that team wants to deliver to the customer. It is created and 

maintained by product owner and always accessible to the whole team before the start 

of the project, and also during the whole project lifecycle (Šochová, Kunce, 2014, p. 

27). 

User Story 

In the User Stories product owner, developer or quality assurance define the criteria for 

the functionality what he is going to be delivered in the current release. US should 

contains the information about what should be done, who is going to do this work, and 

why this new feature implementation is needed. The suite of this user stories is calling 

epic (Software Testing Help, 2020). 
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In the table below I will provide names of the meetings, which should be hold  

by the scrum team and appropriate techniques to run them successfully.  

Also, in the table I will mention the main tool to create, maintain and evaluate tasks 

for scrum team. 

Table 1: SCRUM team meetings 

Meetings Occurrence 

Backlog Refinement Bi-Weekly 

Details 

On this meetings team should: 

• Create, Define and Elaborate issues, User Stories, Backlog items, 

Impediments etc. 

• Do Cleanup of a project 

Sprint (Wave) Planning Bi-Weekly (end of each wave) 

Details 

Meeting where the next waves get planed, on that meeting team should plan their 

activities for the next two weeks. It supposes to define Items for the next sprint.  

To make work of the team more efficient and clearer to all Items should be assigned 

responsible person and story points. It will allow to see on which project people  

are working and how busy they are. Scrum Master, Product Owner and ideally  

the whole team estimate where the time-blockers can arise or for how long the 

project will be done, and what could be improved or implemented moreover. 

(Source: own processing) 
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  Table 1: SCRUMNo table of figures entries found. team meetings 

(Source: own processing) 

 

Sprint (Wave) Review Bi-Weekly (end of each wave) 

Details 

Meeting where the last wave reviewed. Wave Review and Wave Planning mostly 

taking place in one day and follow each other. 

Retrospective Regularly (Recommended: Bi-Weekly) 

Details 

Team meeting that allows the team members to reflect on how to become more 

effective in their way of working in order to continuously become better in what 

they do. It is usually used to reflect on a completed sprint. The team members have 

full ownership of the agenda of the meeting. 

Common use technique to run retrospective is 4L: 

• Liked: What did the team really enjoy about the sprint? In particular, what 

has been done better than was expected? Emphasize the positive. 

• Learned: What new things did the team learn during the sprint? These can 

be technical things (like the importance of unit testing) or nontechnical things (like 

a new and effective way to keep a key stakeholder informed). 

• Lacked: What things could the team have done better during the sprint? 

• Longed For: What things did the team desire to have during the sprint that 

were unavailable? Again, these can be technical (like the need for a continuous 

integration server) or nontechnical (like the desire for more face time with  

the Product Owner). 
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Table 1: SCRUM team meetings 

Daily Stand-up Regularly (Recommended: Daily) 

Details 

Stand-up meeting with a maximum of 15 minutes, where each team-member 

informs the others shortly about: 

• What he did since the last meeting 

• What he plans to do until the next meeting 

• What his impediments are 

(Source: own processing) 

The possible advantages of such a feature-based organization are: 

• reduced responsibility problems, 

• reduced overhead / waste through meetings with a lot of attendees, 

• focused feature development with reduced WIP (Work in Progress) and less 

partially ready features, 

• simplified planning, 

• empowerment through self-organized teams. 

2.2 JIRA 

Jira is a proprietary issue tracking product developed by Atlassian. It´s used  

for requirements engineering agile backlog management. The main purpose of JIRA  

is to collaborate on the backlog. In our case company JIRA is integrated in the tool 

landscape to support the agile methodology to ensure the E2E process, artifacts 

 and entities flow to deliver desirable, feasible and viable products. In addition, it also 

supports corporate requirements like Intellectual Property compliance and traceability. 
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The hierarchy and ranking view enable product owners to build up and structure their 

backlog (Jira Software Support, 2020). 

Most of the companies all around the world are choosing to work with this development 

tool. It has user friendly interface, easy in its use and secure (Jira Software Support, 

2020). 

 

Figure 4: JIRA dashboard 

(Source: JIRA) 

2.3 Enabling agile flows 

Sometimes it´s very easy to be "agile", what means nothing else than reducing waste at 

its core. In this section I will provide some good and straight-forward "rules" to enable 

such agile flows. 

Visualize your WIP (Work in Progress): 

1. Reflect all your work in JIRA (we already know what is JIRA). 

2. Make use of sub-tasks for detailed work. This gives overall transparency, better 

predictability and visibility of efforts. Besides it increases the team commitment as 

they know what to do and enables easier planning. 

3. Create a JIRA Scrum board. 

4. Limit your WIP. 
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This is essential because the more issues are WIP the less you can deliver frequently. 

Maybe you will close a lot of issues at one point in time, but you cannot do it often. 

Reduce the overall amount of operations per issue (especially on User Story-level). As a 

rule of thumb, a User Story should not last longer than 6 waves. 

 

Figure 5: JIRA sub-tasks dashboard 

(Source: own processing adopted from JIRA) 

Besides this team should: 

• analyze the reason for User Story slippage (moving it to another fixVersion), 

• maintain actively an Impediment Backlog (by Scrum Master / Team) to make these 

User stories visible, 

• consider the following for planning: 50 % of work can be firmly planned (based  

on a prioritized Backlog) and 50 % of unplanned work. Working in such way gives 

to team a clear direction and they are flexible enough for ad-hoc tasks and changes. 

2.4 Bug Management System in Agile flow 

The table below describes the Bug Management System for development team  

and slightly move us to the problematic of the work – testing of the developed product. 
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Table 2: Bug Management System 

Roles with tasks 

 

Bug Dispatcher: Coordinates incoming bugs in terms of 

dispatching them to the right persons / experts asap (PO, 

Developer, QE). 

• Bug Manager: Pre-analyses (incoming) bugs, collects some more 

information (RCA) and dispatches it then but does not fix it by 

yourself (PO, Developer, QE). 

• Bug Developer: Tries to fix all bugs itself (Developer, QE). 

Useful elements • As useful element teams can use JIRA 

• Create JIRABug Board, it is important to visualize working place. 

This can include: 

• All bugs assigned to individuals; All bugs with High / Very High 

priority; Customer bugs; Not labeled bugs; Created 

vs. Resolved chart; Pie chart with all used labels 

(Source: own processing) 
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Table 2: Bug Management System 

Handling bugs In a regular routine team should keep assigned bugs up to date. 

• When someone from team works on a bug: 

• Set the status to in progress and enter the name as the assignee 

• Add the number of the wave into fix version when this person 

thinks the bug will be resolved. 

• If person is waiting for information, updates etc. for a longer time 

set the status to blocked. 

• If a bug is set to "Blocked" then always an assignee should be 

given, likely the reporter itself. 

• Comment the bugs with solution ideas and a short info about what 

were done to solve the bug.  

• Ensure that the bug is retested and closed 

(Source: own processing) 

Bug management system helps to handle all found issues and track their progress which 

is crucial for every project. Visualizing work is a powerful tool for every team member. 

In combination with effective tracking system all organization units could see the status 

of a project and make relevant decisions. 

From the information mentioned above we understand how teams dealing with their 

projects, finish work on time, and report about the done work, but let’s move forward 

into the main topic of our master thesis and see how the work of developers is being 

checked and approved. 
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2.5 Agile Testing Quadrants 

In 2003 Brian Marick has developed and introduced to the word the Agile Testing 

Quadrants. The categories described in this model will be very useful for us to deeply 

understand types of software testing, which will be considered in the following sections. 

 

Figure 6: Agile Testing Quadrants 

(Source: own processing adapted from Janet Gregory, Lisa Crispin, 2003) 

Quadrant Q1 

Q1 is unit level, technology facing and supports the developers (unit tests) (Agile 

Testing – Quadrants, 2020). 

WHY: to ensure code is developed correctly. 

WHAT: all new code + refactoring of legacy code. 

WHEN: as soon as new code is written. 
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Benefits 

1. 100% decision coverage where possible. 

2. All unit tests automated. 

3. All code, unit tests, and unit test results reviewed. 

4. No unresolved major defects (ranked based on priority and severity) 

Quadrant Q2 

Q2 is system level, business facing, confirms product behavior and contains functional 

tests, examples and story tests. These tests check the acceptance criteria and can be 

manual or automated (Agile Testing – Quadrants, 2020). 

WHY: to ensure that communication between components are working. 

WHAT: new web services, components. 

WHEN: as soon as new API (Application Programming Interface) is developed and 

ready. 

Benefits 

1. All functional requirements tested, including both positive and negative tests. 

2. All interfaces between units tested. 

3. No unresolved major defects. 

4. All defects found and reported. 

5. All regression tests automated, where possible. 

6. End-to-End tests of user stories, features, and functions. 

Quadrant Q3 

Q3 is user acceptance level, or business facing level. It contains tests that are critique 

for the product, means that testers using realistic scenarios. Tests are often manual and 

user-oriented (Agile Testing – Quadrants, 2020). 

WHY: to ensure customer’s expectations are met. 

WHAT: verifying acceptance tests on the stories, verification of features. 

WHEN: feature is ready, and unit tested. 
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Benefits 

1. Exploratory testing. 

2. Usability testing. 

3. User acceptance testing. 

Quadrant Q4 

Q4 is operational acceptance level, or technology facing level and contains tests that 

critique for the product. Tests are often automated (Agile Testing – Quadrants, 2020). 

WHY: to ensure product standards. 

WHAT: performance -, load - and security testing, maintainability. 

WHEN: development phase. 

Benefits 

1. Non-functional tests such as performance and load testing. 

2. Security testing. 

3. Maintainability. 

4. Product standards. 

Next part of the chapter will describe the concepts of software testing in Continuous 

Integration systems, and the integration of functional and automation testing  

in Continuous Integration process. 

2.6 Software testing 

With increasing competition in software market, organizations pay more attention on 

developing, and testing process, and allocate all resources to deliver high-quality 

software at much accelerated pace.  The objective of this study was to explore 

knowledge and practices concerning software testing, because it can become the most 

misunderstood and most difficult process. During the evolution of software engineering 

there have been many definitions of what testing is. According to the classic definition 

software testing means checking the conformity between the actual and the expected 
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behavior of the program, performed on a finite set of tests selected in a certain way. In a 

broader sense, testing consists of all lifecycle activities that includes Test Management, 

Test Design, Test Execution, and Test Analysis. Another definition is following that 

software testing is the crucial part of software quality assurance (SQA) that aims at 

determining the quality of the system and its related models. 

The primary objective of software testing is to examine, check, and measure software 

health along with its completeness in terms of core requirements. The objectives of 

these processes can include: 

• increase the probability that designed application will work correctly under any 

circumstances, 

• identifying technical bugs/errors and ensuring that software is error-free, 

• providing up-to-date information about the state of the product at the moment. 

Testing software functionality on a regular basis brings a plenty of advantages and that 

is why development teams prefer Continuous Integration (CI) for daily constant 

feedback from all contributors. 

The methodology of DevOps is one of the key factors to ensure the effective operation 

of IT and business. A lot of companies saw a problem in the interactions between 

development and operation teams. The developers believed that if the code ran locally, 

then there is no problem - you can push it in to the production. If problems nevertheless 

arose, then from the side of the operation team it sounded: “Yes, there are problems 

with the code, back it to developers to fix!” Due to this approach, product releases were 

constantly delayed, and the quality of the final product often suffered. It was also 

strongly affected by the fact that a lot of changes were rolled out in one release and it 

was very difficult to figure out what caused the production problems. DevOps was 

designed to solve these problems. It supposed to bind the development team and  

the operation team. Continuous integration is one of the fundamental engineering 

practices in the DevOps which will described below (Joshi, 2019). 
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2.7 Continuous Integration 

Continuous Integration (CI) is a well-known practice of software development, which 

consists in merging working copies into a common main development branch several 

times a day and performing frequent automated project assemblies to identify potential 

defects and solve integration problems as quickly as possible. In an ordinary project 

where developers work independently on different parts of the code, the integration 

stage is final. It can unpredictably delay the completion of work. The transition  

to continuous integration makes it possible to reduce the complexity of integration  

and make it more predictable due to the earliest detection and elimination of errors and 

contradictions, but the main advantage is the reduction in the cost of correcting  

the defect, due to its early detection (Fowler, 2006). 

After the development process is being completed, the finished system undergoes 

functional testing (automatic and manual). It allows to determine whether the system 

meets the customer's requirements and makes it possible to test its operation  

in situations as close to real business scenarios. Thereby, the implementation of the CI 

practice, and functional testing gives company confidence in the quality  

of the information system and allows to confirm that all customer requirements have 

been implemented, the system fully meets them and has no errors in the program code 

(Fowler, 2006). 

In summing up the information mentioned above we can say that the main goal of CI  

is to provide a quick way to report if a defect was introduced into the source code, 

identifying it and enabling developers to correct it promptly.  

2.8 Requirements for providing Continuous Integration process 

In the practice of continuous integration, we can distinguish several basic phases  

of developing an IT solution: the creation of various parts of the source code, their 

assembly (compilation and layout), preparing the installation package, installation  

on the server and preparation for testing. 

1.The phase of creating source code. The source code of the future information system 

can be created by several groups of specialists, and they can be located in different 
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offices of the company-developer. To improve the quality and efficiency of teamwork 

on the code, companies often use especial IT solutions as Version Control Systems 

(VCS). Among the most common of these programs are open source applications - 

Subversion (SVN) and Git. Such systems allow to programmers to compose code, 

realizing new functionality, and not interfere with each other. In addition, there is 

always the opportunity to view and analyze the history of the code, at any time to return 

to the previous successful option. 

The program code is stored in a repository. In case of need, developers can create  

the so-called "branches" from the main development direction. From the point of view  

of the convenience of the project, it is usually recommended to open a separate "branch" 

for each new element of the functionality that is planned to be implemented in the future 

system. When the code is finished, and the "branch", have passed the test, it is added  

to the shared store and merged into the main development stream (Fowler, 2006). 

To get a ready solution, programmers need to assemble various parts of the program 

code. This can be done manually, which is good for a small program. But it's better  

 to do it automatically. The check-in of the code should happen at least a couple times 

per day. Copying the code to the source code repository regularly is an important part  

of CI to work properly stream (Fowler, 2006). 

2. The phase of compilation and layout. The team of programmers leads several 

development branches simultaneously, periodically changing or even deleting them. 

From the point of view of efficiency, to combine the results of the programmer’s work, 

it is rational to use a special tool, which will allow creating, storing and automatically 

launching the tasks of assembling the program code. Examples of this type of program 

could be-Cruise Control, TeamCity, Hudson (and its successor Jenkins), and others.  

As part of each of these tasks, the program, with a specified periodicity,  

such as "the appearance of a new change" or at a strictly defined time, gets parts  

of the code from the necessary repository branches and runs their assembly as it was 

previously configured by the build engineer ) (Duvall, Matyas, Glover, 2007, p.141). 

During the code assembling, can be run Unit Tests. Unit Tests  checking parts 

of the code with certain parameters, which should lead to a strictly marked result. This 
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testing allows to developers to verify the code before it is included to the final program 

(system) (Duvall, Matyas, Glover, 2007, p.141). 

The results of such preliminary testing can be automatically processed and presented  

by the project participants in a special system that allows viewing the results of code 

testing. In case when the testing process will identify an error, the developer has the 

ability to immediately correct it, and all changes will be automatically saved to the 

repository. Then the automation process system will receive a signal that the code was 

changed, and automatically initiates a new iteration of the assembly, and all operations 

will be repeated. This is one of the main advantages of the continuous integration 

approach - all changes of the program code will be fixed, after each of them the solution 

is automatically reassemble and check it once more. As a result, the risks of future 

errors in the work of the created IT system are significantly reduced. 

When in 1976 Michael Fagan published his paper, "Design and Code Inspections to 

Reduce Errors in Program Development," the idea of a formal, systematic code review 

caught on quickly. To get on the finale stage more effective and secure system, the 

teams of developers using systematic examination Code Review of computer source 

code. This technique means that the part of the code, which has been written by one 

specialist and going to be immersed to the overall development flow, will be double 

checked by another one colleague. This view from the outside often allows to quickly 

find potential problems, and sometimes ways to address them. Using statistical analysis 

tools like PMD, and Find Bugs helps to automatically identify standard and most 

common errors that can be caused by developers. 

As a result, after the completion of this phase, the project team has a ready-made 

program, which in its structure, unit test coverage, documentation and other parameters 

fully meets the key quality standards. 

3. The phase of preparing the installation package. The final code should be properly 

packaged: it can be a zip archive, a Windows installation program, or a package for a 

Unix / Linux distribution. To store the finished package, the file server (FTP, NFS, 

shared folder on the network, etc.) is most often used, which can be either local (located 
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in the company-developer of the system) or remote (for example, located  

at the customer's premises) (Microsoft, 2016). 

The best practice is to store several versions of the finished program or its modules  

at once (in this case, usually the version number is included in the package name or  

in the folder name on the file server where this package is stored) (Microsoft, 2016). 

4. The phase of automatic installation and preparation for testing. One of the ways 

to provide automatic installation is to prepare so-called "silent" installation when  

the system is installed on a computer or a server without requiring any action from IT 

professionals. At the same time, it can use both the default parameters specified  

by the developer, and the file provided by the customer, with similar parameters, but 

already specially selected for the specific IT environment of the company. Packages  

for Unix / Linux-systems have this capacity. All of this allows to automate  

the installation of solutions, reduce the impact of the human factor on this process and 

save considerable time (Microsoft, 2016). 

Another way for an automatically installing a ready solution on a server or a group  

of servers, where it later will be tested, is to use special solution like CruiseControl, 

TeamCity, and Hudson. This program will track the fact of placing the solution to the 

repository and start the installation process. Recently, in connection with the widespread 

popularity of virtualization and cloud computing, it is common practice to put the 

program on a specially created virtual machine. And, importantly, this virtual server can 

also be created automatically (Microsoft, 2016). 

When the program code is compiled, packed and installed the next step will be 

functional testing, which is slightly moving us to the stage of software testing in the 

concept of CI. To get a better understanding of the proposed work, the next part of the 

thesis presents some of the existing testing methodologies and, also, development of 

functional test cases in continuous integration solutions (Microsoft, 2016).  
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3 PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND CURRENT SITUATION 

This chapter will be focused on the analysis of the existing testing techniques and tools, 

which have been used by development teams at SAP Lab Czech Republic. For all 

testing methods I will provide a general description, its analysis and applicability to 

continuous integration testing. Information source that I have used in this section was 

taken from the documentation about technical testing tools, SAP Lab scripts and 

training materials, and own knowledges gained during my work at this company. All of 

that will help us to build a strong automation test strategy that could be used by teams at 

the SAP Lab Brno. 

The introduction to this chapter starts from the general information about the company, 

description of the main company’s products and its organizational structure. All of this 

will help us to better understand the problematic of testing activities in continuous 

integration processes. 

3.1 Company introduction 

 

Figure 7: SAP Logo 

(Source: SAP) 

SAP Lab Czech Republic ("Systems, Applications & Products in Data Processing") has 

been operating on the Czech market since 1992 it is a subsidiary of SAP SE the leader 

in enterprise application software. In 2016 SAP Lab Czech Republic has joined 

the worldwide network of SAP laboratories. The SAP Lab is supporting customers, 

working on localization and innovation, developing new SAP S/4HANA products, 

including SAP Fiori, and a new user experience for SAP software (SAP, 2020).
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Official name:  

Registered office: 

City:  

Identification number:  

Legal form:  

Date of establishment: 

SAP ČR spol. s r.o 

Vyskočilova 1481/4, Michle, 14000  

Prague 4 

497 133 61 

Limited liability company 

1992

3.2 Scope of business 

SAP's business core is the development of central software for businesses. SAP 

solutions help to every organization run business best in their area and move them 

towards to digital transformation. SAP Labs in different locations support their clients, 

develop new products, and localize S/4HANA and SAP Fiori-the company's newest 

products. 

Modules supported by SAP products are manufacturing, sales, finance, human 

resources, supply chain, asset management, procurement, R&D engineering. 

3.3 SAP Fiori 

SAP Fiori is a new great user experience (UX) for SAP enterprise applications.  

It provides a completely new way to access the SAP system in S/4HANA through a set  

of applications that simplifies functions in regular business. It is a role-based solution, 

that includes only what is necessary to run your business. The application may  

be on either a mobile device, tablet or a desktop or laptop. User Experience comprises 

of right balance of technology, business needs and desirability (Vilaca, 2019) 

3.4 Organizational structure 

In this work, the structure of the SAP Fiori development team is essential. The 

organizational structure is linear. It is one of the formal organizational arrangement. The 

positions and relationships of superiority and subordination are organized and oriented 

vertical. Each subordinate has a clearly assigned superior and superior has its 
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subordinates. Scrum team consist from Product Owner (PO), Scrum Master  

and Development Team. 

Roles at Development team: Development Architect, UI/UX designer, Feature 

Development, Backend Development, Quality Assurance. 

On the picture below you can see Organizational structure of SAP Scrum Team. 

 

Figure 8: Organizational structure 

(Source: own processing) 

In the first section of chapter 3 we get familiar with the general information about SAP 

business, products and organizational structure. Next, we will analyze the current state 

of testing techniques in a selected company. I would like to mention that described 

below testing types and techniques are recommended measures at the SAP  

for development teams. This is the best practices to achieve quality product at the end  

of development, but it does not mean that teams do not use extra tools for testing  

and reporting test results. Quality Engineer or Quality Assurance define the set of tools 
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and approving them with his/her manager and could be shared with other teams via 

knowledge transfer trainings. Due to the fact that at this work in chapter 4 I will build 

the quality chain for Fiori application in a completely new team, I will analyze 

worldwide testing methodologies and techniques that are adopted and regulated at SAP. 

Then gained information I will apply on my daily work at my team. 

To get reader closer to the problematic of Software Testing next I will explain the 

general principles and concepts. 

3.5 Software Functional Testing 

Functional testing rightfully holds a leading position among other types of testing, since 

the program must first work correctly, otherwise neither speed, nor security, nor 

usability will no longer matter (Guru99, 2020). 

Purpose of functional testing is checking the compliance of the functional requirements 

of the software with its actual characteristics. The aim of functional testing is to confirm 

that the developed software product contains all required functionalities from the 

customer side (Guru99, 2020). 

Functional testing can include several stages: requirements analysis, development  

of functional test cases, conduct manual functional testing, analyze and report test 

results (Guru99, 2020). 

3.5.1 Requirements analysis 

Practice shows that the earlier the testing specialist have been involved into the process 

of developing IT system, the faster the required quality of this solution is achieved  

and the less the cost is required to create it. Even before the development, the testing 

team analyzes the requirements that were formulated by the customer: reveals 

contradictions, clarifies unclear, and missing points. At this stage, typically, testers 

work in close interaction with business analysts and developers involved into the 

project.  

Should be mentioned that, depending on the chosen methodology for project 

implementation, the requirements analysis can be carried out within a strictly defined 
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timeframe. This is typically for cases when the development is carried out on a 

Waterfall model or continue throughout the project if was chosen Agile methodology. 

In any case, requirements testing allows to minimize risks at the early stage of the 

project and, as a result, to reduce the costs of eliminating errors. 

3.6 Development of functional test cases 

In parallel with requirements analysis, begins the development of functional test cases - 

they describe what actions or operations will be performed during the system 

verification and what results should be achieved. 

The degree of detail of the test cases depends on the life cycle and the needs of the 

project. At this stage companies often involve business analysts, their participation 

helps ensure more accurate and complete coverage of various scenarios of the future use 

of the information system. 

After the program code is finished and installed on the server, starting the next stage -

Automated or Manual Tests. In contradistinction to the unit tests that were applied after 

the code assembly to verify its performance, automated tests are used to automatically 

check the functionality and interfaces of the IT system (Guru99, 2020). 

Test Automation could be done via different automation tools with purpose to execute 

your test case suite. Automation test has many advantages like almost unlimited 

reiteration of test case execution which gives an advantage for regression testing also it 

can find mistakes that manual tests have missed, and after test execution developers will 

get quick response. Automation tests same as manual tests can cover all wide range of 

testing (Guru99, 2020). 

3.7 Analyze test results 

Identifying software errors is challenging. Software error may not lead to an observed 

failure, but, for example, generate another software error or put the process in  

an incorrect state. Software failure is caused by the presence of one or more defects in 

the component or system. 
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Test cases are used to identify software errors and report about them. A test case is  

a document that describes the specific steps, conditions and parameters necessary for 

analysis of the implementation of the tested function. Each test contains: 

• general information–tester should provide the name of the test, the purpose, and 

authorization rights, 

• test description –write all steps that was done while testing. Divide steps into 

Action and Expected result, then it will be easier to find inconsistencies. 

Test case is an official document that tester should upload into the reporting system.  

It confirms the consistent work of the product, in any not clear software behavior testers 

can always come back to the test case and its results. 

3.7.1 Test report 

After each stage of testing, a document is formed, which is called a test report. It should 

contain: 

• testing time, 

• perform tests and the result of their execution, 

• found errors, 

• found deviations from software development, 

• conclusion on the result of the testing phase. 

This documentation is required on any project, it helps to developers quickly understand 

where the problem was and fix it. Product Owners have an overview of the project 

status, and testers have the confidence that the product met the requirements. 

3.8 Positive and negative tests 

During test development, we can define positive and negative tests. Positive tests check 

the presence of the required actions in the tested product and their performance. 

Negative tests check the actions of the tested product in case of wrong actions (for 

example: the incorrect data were entered or there were wrong sequence of calls). 
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To create positive tests, tester should determine the acceptable values of input 

parameters, possible functionality and expected reference result. The main task  

of negative tests is to minimize the destructive effects of the operation of software 

components or its environment. 

3.9 Test Development Methods 

The following methods are used to develop tests: 

• based on the internal structure of the test object (white box), 

• based on required functionality (black box). 

The development of tests with a white box methodology involves the direct 

participation of the author-developer. Black box test development maybe performed 

without the participation of the author of the code based on existing specifications, and 

testing can be large and complex. Methods are not interchangeable but complement 

each other to conduct quality testing. 

Table 3: Testing Methods 

Criteria Black Box Testing White Box Testing 

Definition Black Box Testing is a 

software testing method in 

which the internal structure/ 

design/ implementation of the 

item being tested is NOT 

known to the tester 

White Box Testing is a 

software testing method in 

which the internal structure/ 

design/ implementation of 

the item being tested is 

known to the tester. 

Levels 

Applicable To 

Mainly applicable to higher 

levels of testing: Acceptance 

Testing, System Testing 

Mainly applicable to lower 

levels of testing: Unit 

Testing, Integration Testing 

(Source: own processing) 
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Table 3: Testing Methods 

Responsibility Software Testers Software Developers 

Programming 

Knowledge 

Not Required Required 

Implementation 

Knowledge 

Not Required Required 

Basis for Test 

Cases 

Requirement Specifications Detail Design 

(Source: own processing) 

There is a possibility of a combination of test development methods (gray box). In this 

case, the creator of the test knows partially or completely the internal structure of the 

tested object but doing it at the user level. The number of possible combinations  

of input parameters can vary. Also, the number of possible paths within the test object 

can be very large. Due to the limited time resources allocated to the project the 

complete testing coverage is not possible. 

Next in this work we will pay attention at the specific testing types that are commonly 

used in the software development projects and classified as a high valuated. 

3.10 Manual functional testing 

All User Interface workflows should be covered by manual tests. The manual testing 

life cycle is divided into several phases: exploratory testing, feature validation, and 

cross-features testing.  
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Exploratory Testing 

Description: real user of the product rarely using the application as it is described in  

a scenario. User acting free from the scenario - adding, remove, or skip steps. Do to this 

fact testers need to predict such usage scenarios and get it tested as they represent the 

most likely way in which the application will be used.  

Schedule: for the sake of agility exploratory tests are performed as early as possible 

after the development. The objective is to accelerate the bug detection. 

Deliverables: defects in JIRA created in case of bug detection. No tests documentation 

is required for this testing phase.  

Feature validation 

Description: execution of designed (scripted) test cases to confirm that the requirements 

are satisfied and that the functionalities are behaving as expected.  

Deliverables: at least 1 test case is created to describe the tests performed. This test 

case(s) should be linked the to the user story in JIRA. Tests results are documented into 

test repository and are visible from the user story. Defects are logged for failed test 

cases. 

Test with stakeholders 

Description: testing performed with stakeholders on new features. The goals of this type 

of testing is to found issues missed during manual functional tests, get assessment on 

feature quality, and give opportunity for team members to discover new features. 

Frequency: once per week. 

Audience: product Validation team (manual testers) + internal stakeholders depending 

on the topics covered. 

Deliverables: defects created in case of bug detection. No documentation is required  

for this testing phase. 
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Cross-Features Testing 

Description: when feature validation tests are done there is a need to test them in 

different combination with each other and check their impact. 

Deliverables: for every test scenario should be created separated JIRA backlog item and 

test case. 

From the description about different types of manual testing it is become clear that this 

class of testing playing the major role in whole testing process. Manual test should be 

hold during the whole development phase to the moment when the application will be 

released to customer, after manual testing will be replaced with automation regression 

tests. 

3.11 Automation Testing 

Since responding to change is a key agile principle, it is critical that teams invest in test 

automation at all test levels as early as possible. Automation Testing means using  

an automation tool to execute your test case suite. Comprehensive testing strategy 

includes 3 automation levels based on the test pyramid. The Test Pyramid is a metaphor 

that means grouping software tests at different levels of detail. It also gives an idea  

of how many tests should be in each of these groups (Vocke, 2018). 

 

Figure 9: Test Pyramid 

(Source: own processing adapted from Vocke, 2018) 
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• UI Layer - GUI testing involves checking the screens with the controls like 

menus, buttons, icons, and all types of bars - toolbar, menu bar, dialog boxes and 

windows, etc. 

Tools: Selenium, QTP, Cucumber, FitNess, START 

 

Figure 10: UI Layer 

(Source: own processing adapted from Vocke, 2018) 

 

• API Tests Layer (Service Test Layer) - API Testing means that tester use 

software to send calls to the API, get output, and note down the system's 

response. 

Tools: JMeter, Postman 

 

Figure 11: API Test Layer 

(Source: own processing adapted from Vocke, 2018) 

 

• Unit Automation Layer - covered by the developers along with coding. They 

verify that a separate unit (test subject) of the code base is working properly. 

Unit tests have the narrowest area among all tests in the test suite. The number 

of unit tests in the set significantly exceeds the number of any other tests 

(Duvall, Matyas, Glover, 2007).  
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Figure 12: Unit Automation Layer 

(Source: own processing adapted from Vocke, 2018) 

3.11.1 Automation Testing Process 

Following steps are automation process 

 

Figure 13: Automation Testing Process 

(Source: own processing) 

Purposes of the automation testing: 

1. automated unit tests provide feedback on code and build quality, 

2. automated acceptance tests provide feedback on product quality, 

3. automated tests at all levels reduce technical debt and provide rapid feedback, 

4. help to manage the regression risk, 

5. improves accuracy (same steps precisely every time they are executed), 

6. increases test coverage (impossible without manual tests), 

7. to increase the test coverage in regular E2E Tests, 

8. to get rid of manual repetitive tasks like user creation which is done in each 

system, 

9. to reduce the chance of errors which manual execution is prone to, 

10. to achieve faster test execution, 

Define Scope of 
Automation

Test Tool 
Selection

Planning, Design 
and Development

Test Execution Maintenance
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From the descried above we can build a lifecycle of every test. (Vocke, 2018) 

 

Figure 14: Testing Lifecycle 

(Source: own processing adapted from Vocke, 2018) 

The top stage of the test pyramid is E2E tests. E2E including testing of entire system 

from start point to the finish results. This includes ensuring that all integrated parts  

of the application are running and work together as expected. E2E tests simulate real 

user scenarios, basically checking how a real user will use the application application 

(Vocke, 2018). 

E2E tests allow teams to cover sections of the application that are not verified by unit 

tests and integration tests. Since unit tests and integration tests cover individual parts  

of the application and test an isolated part of the functionality application (Vocke, 

2018). 
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Even if these parts work well on their own, you are not sure whether they will work 

together. Thus, having a set of E2E tests on top of unit and integration allows to test the 

entire application (Vocke, 2018). 

There are many tools and technologies that could be used for E2E testing, and next in 

my work I am going to describe only the main ones used by SAP. 

To create an automated E2E test first testers need to choose a framework where they are 

going to write tests. 

Framework is a software platform that defines the structure of a software system, it 

facilitates the tasks assigned to the developer and combines the various components of  

a large software project. Frameworks consist from various code libraries that makes 

developer daily work easier. Developer of the application or tester can call  

the appropriate library for the appropriate job and the library does the job for him.  

3.12 START Tool 

Simple Test Automation for Regression Testing (START) is a tool for test automation, 

developed by SAP development team in Bangalore. With this tool automation can be 

achieved for any types of application which using SAP UI Technologies (FIORI / UI5 / 

CRM WebUI / HTMLGUI). START basically using record and replay method  

of automation. 

This framework is recommended for SAP Best Practice process testing, and it fits great 

to testers without programming skills, because there they can create custom test 

automates with recording feature, so called Record-n-Play test automation. Execution of 

test can be scheduled, and the results will be stored locally on the computer with 

screenshots.  

From the START working diagram below you can see the standard process of test 

creation. 
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Figure 15: START working diagram 

(Source: own processing) 

Despite the fact that START tool is easy in its use it has many disadvantages like a long 

time of test execution, high percentage of failures and unreliability. 

Due to provided reasons at SAP testers use the combination of different tools and 

frameworks to cover the quality standards. The next Framework for E2E automation 

which we will consider in this work is a Robot Framework.  

3.13 Robot Framework 

It is a common use opensource tool for acceptance testing, acceptance test driven 

development (ATDD), and robotic process automation (RPA). The core framework 

works on Python, Jython (JVM) and Iron Python (.NET) and for it there are many 

libraries created by the community. Under the Robot Framework, you can easily write 

your own libraries, integrating it with almost anything, and everything will work right 

away. And in addition, the Robot Framework allows you to write parametric tests 

(templates), which greatly accelerates the work of the automation tool 

(RobotFramework, 2020). 
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Second what should tester do before write a code it’s identify the main test scripts that 

he will write for the application. 

The last step is to integrate the tests into the CI / CD. The goal is to make E2E tests part 

of the deployment process. Firstly, these tests run every time a new code gets into  

the project. The second, it is regression coverage. Detailed information about how to 

integrate automation testing into Continuous Integration process I will describe in  

the chapter 5. 

Now we know about Manual and Automation test principles, their connection with each 

other. Know about importance of straight and up-to-date test cases, test principles and 

methods. But still to develop a product with a high-quality team should use wider test 

suites. 

Next, we will consider different types of tests, describe their principles and main tools 

that are used at the SAP. This will help us to understand the necessity of Testing Suite 

where we can get information about the state of the product and the quality  

of development. 

3.14 Accessibility Testing 

Products of SAP company are available for everyone, and especially including people 

with disabilities, to access and use technology and information. SAP ensures  

the accessibility of the products via the "Product Standard Accessibility", which  

is enforced by the "Idea to Market (I2M)" process, using various process steps to plan, 

develop, test and report these quality features. Through the test service, we can ensure 

that the SAP application screens are designed and developed in a manner that people 

with visual impairments are able to use the assistive devices with these applications and 

can have equal access to information and functionality.  

When it comes to accessibility testing, it’s important to include the human element in 

the testing process. For manual accessibility testing testers majorly using JAWS (screen 

reading software from Freedom Scientific). 
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Jaws is the abbreviation of "Job Access with Speech" and is a Screen Reader from 

Freedom Scientific. A screen reader creates audio output which describes and 

announces the focused screen component. Jaws is the most often used screen reader on 

Windows, statistics show about 50 percent market share.  

Jaws runs on Windows only, there are 64bit and 32bit versions for Windows 7 and 

Windows 8 (Freedom Scientific). 

The accessibility of the application could be tested not only manually, SAP is moving 

towards the automation for exiting test processes. Automation solution that is newly 

purchased called Accessibility Management Platform (AMP). 

The Accessibility Management Platform (AMP) is a web-based accessibility test 

management platform by Level Access that provides a powerful accessibility test engine 

for executing accessibility tests, storing results and fixing issues. AMP’s powerful 

testing engine, workflow and accessible development best practices, helps to reduce the 

overhead for fixing accessibility issues at a later stage of development. For automation 

tests AMP helps to achieve a systematic check of apps (Level access). 

Accessibility test is a freestyle test and it means that collecting and storage the gotten 

results became complicated. For that reasons in the next chapter we will develop  

the accessibility status document which will help to testers hold and report the results 

from testing to development team and managers. 

3.15 Language Acceptance Testing 

SAP company delivers products to the clients from all around the world, and that is why 

the localization of the applications is a crucial part of the development. A language 

acceptance test (LAT) involves testing the UI and/or other deliverables for 

completeness and accuracy of the translation before delivery. LAT mirrors the success 

of the inherent quality measures. In this phase, many different testers will repeat the 

same functions in different languages. The main purpose of the test is to check various 

things like typographical errors, cultural appropriateness of UI, or linguistic errors. 
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This part of work will encompass the overall description about Language Acceptance 

Testing, in the next chapter we will build the language testing concept in a frame  

of general testing plan for chosen application. 

Prerequisites for Language Acceptance Testing: 

• LAT should be planned and agreed with relevant translation service team, 

• development is complete for takt/project, 

• translation is complete for takt/project, 

• translation must either be transported from translation system to test system or 

client-specific translations copied to test client, 

• if translation and test systems are different daily translation transports should be 

scheduled, 

• testers have accesses to the requisite profile. 

Requirements for Testers and LAT Developer Coordinator 

Testers (knowledge workers) should have the following: 

• sufficient proficiency in the application to be able to run the operations (if need 

tester should do it without specific test cases), 

• native-speaker proficiency in target language to be tested, 

• good knowledge of source and/or original language so that they can compare 

original and target languages. 

LAT developer coordinator should have the following: 

• know how to assess whether language files have been correctly installed, 

• be familiar with development methods and architecture of application, 

• know how to find object information, 

• do development troubleshooting. 
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Testers check the interface for the following: 

• completeness, 

• accuracy of meaning, 

• appropriate spelling, 

• suitability of translation in context, 

• comprehensibility of abbreviations, 

• truncated texts, 

• special characters display properly. 

3.16 Performance Testing 

Performance Testing is one of the crucial types of software application testing hat is 

used to ensure development team in the correct perform of the application even under 

unexpected workload. Indicators like response time, stability, scalability, and general 

speed of data processing do matter. The aim of this testing is not to find bugs but to 

eliminate performance bottlenecks (Guru99, 2020). 

When to Measure Software Performance 

Performance testing tasks should be incorporated into feature/enhancement/fixes 

planning activities and completed each release for new development.  

 

Figure 16: Software Performance 

(Source: own processing) 

1
•Plan test scenarios

2
•Design test case

3
•Develope create or prioritize test scenarios

4
•Deploy run performance tests

5
•Release software
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How to Measure Software Performance: 

1. extract performance goals from functional requirements,  

2. understand what this requirement translates to at various levels in  

the architecture, 

3. check for applicable product standards, 

 

Figure 17: Software Performance requirements 

(Source: own processing) 

4. use appropriate performance test data: 

a. use representative tests data, 

b. use representative data volume, 

c. ideally use customer data. 

Important factors to consider: 

a. browser, 

b. geography, 

c. device used etc. 

 

5. check test results, 

6. verify that goals are met, 

7. verify linearity and scalability, 

Fast response time

High throughput

Good scalability

Low resource consumption

Regression-free upgrades
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Linearity: compares the increase of the response time or memory consumption with the 

increasing amount of data handled in the test scenarios 

Scalability: checks whether your software can handle larger number of users working 

in parallel. 

8. tests results should be competitive with industry standards. If results 

match expectation → software release approved, if results do not match 

expectations → create tasks for development team and solve them before 

the release. 

Store and Visualize Performance Tests 

Create test report to store the results, in case of any issue or deviation from product 

standards you will be able to provide relevant measured data to appropriate team. Best 

practice is to use special tools to store and visualize performance test results. In the next 

chapter we will design and create a report in SAP IPA tool. 

3.17 Security Testing 

The importance of reliable application security is a critical to every organization. 

Vulnerabilities in web applications could open the business to devastating attacks. To 

provide your team and a company with a confidence, and develop high quality product, 

testers need to perform security testing. What is application security testing? This is a 

complex and systematic process designed to test and analyze the security of a web 

application or platform. Maintaining a high level of OPSEC involves developing 

countermeasures based on the threats that the application is facing. 
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Figure 18: OPSEC lifecycle 

(Source: own processing adapted from APHIS) 

Any risk assessment begins with the identification of critical information. This can be 

customer data, such as credit card numbers, phone numbers and addresses, or company-

related information, such as vendor lists, turnover, margin or employee phone numbers. 

The next step is to create a threat analysis and testing strategy. This step is most 

important because tester need to make sure that all important potential threats are 

covered. 

The best way to create a threat analysis and testing strategy is to base tests on well-

known security assessment methodologies and standards. This will help to choose the 

most effective testing strategy, based on the specifics of using web platform.  

SAP’s Security Testing team is providing the central Security Testing Service. This 

service contains operating and maintaining the central Security Testing Tools for Static 

Application Security Testing (SAST) and Dynamic Application Security Testing 

(DAST) also supporting and consulting you, our customer, in using the tools. 
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In this work I will highlight types, guidelines and methodologies for web application 

security testing that are relevant for our case. 

3.18 Product Security Certifications 

All SAP products were developed accordingly to Product Security Certifications. 

Common Criteria (ISO 15408) 

Security standards are constantly evolving. The latest standard is Common Criteria 3.1. 

This developed from ITSEC, TCSEC, CTCPEC, and FC (Federal Criteria for 

Information Technology Security). Common Criteria certificates up to evaluation level 

EAL 4 are recognized in many major countries, among them the US, Canada, Israel, 

Australia, and many European countries. Common Criteria corresponds to the ISO/IEC 

15408 standard. The SAP NetWeaver Application Server Java Release 7.02, support 

package 3 was certified with a level 4+ in February 2011. An additional certification for 

the related ABAP server is expected to be finalized later this year. During the evaluation 

process, the auditors not only checked the application's security features and functions 

but also the security of the development life cycle and processes. The Common Criteria 

Certification attests that SAP meets ambitious security requirements in various 

"disciplines", including software architecture, guidance documents for customers, 

processes related to the software production, security target evaluation and testing 

methodologies. SAP software has also successfully passed a comprehensive 

vulnerability assessment (Schrimmer, 2011). 

ITSEC 

Prior to the Common Criteria certification, SAP R/3 was evaluated and certified 

according to the international ITSEC standard (Information Technology Security 

Evaluation Criteria). The evaluation was successfully completed in function class "F-

C2" and evaluation level E2 medium. The ITSEC standard evolved from the US 

standard TCSEC (Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, "Orange Book"). 

ITSEC security certificates are recognized in the following countries: Germany, 

Finland, France, Greece, Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, 

Switzerland, and Spain (SAP Basis & Security, 2011). 
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ISO 9001 

ISO 9001 is a quality management standard. SAP development is certified. The PIL 

security standard is part of SAP's ISO 9001-compliance program. 

FIPS 140-2 

Certification standard of the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) that describes the certification criteria for cryptographic functions. 

3.19 Security Testing Techniques 

3.19.1 OWASP 

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is an open source project that 

offers a wide range of free resources focused on testing web applications and cyber 

security awareness (OWASP, 2017). 

OWASP offers several types of guides for assessing the security of web applications: 

TOP 10 OWASP. This is the main OWASP publication detailing the most common 

security vulnerabilities in web applications, depending on the business impact and 

technical complexity.  

OWASP Testing Guide. This guide contains a collection of best practices and practical 

examples for web application security testing. 

OWASP Developer's Guide. This guide provides guidelines for writing reliable, and 

safe code. 

OWASP Code Revision Guide. This guide is intended for both software developers and 

managers. It describes best practices for verifying secure code and explains how it can 

be used in the secure software development life cycle (S-SDLC). 

Benefits: OWASP recommendations provide all the information you need for each stage 

of the software development life cycle. This is the most popular and comprehensive 

collection of web application security testing tools you can find on the Internet. 
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Scope: web applications, although there are several OWASP projects focused on testing 

mobile applications. 

3.19.2 PTES 

The Penetration Testing Performance Standard (PTES) covers seven key steps from 

initial communication with a client, vulnerability research, and exploitation to reporting: 

1. Pre-engagement Interactions 

2. Intelligence Gathering 

3. Threat Modeling 

4. Vulnerability Analysis 

5. Exploitation 

6. Post Exploitation 

Detailed description of each step, as well as a mind map with a detailed description of 

the necessary steps, can be found on the PTES website (PTES, 2014). 

Benefits: The main advantage of PTES is its technical manual, which contains detailed 

technical information about the tools and commands for each stage of penetration 

testing. 

3.19.3 OSSTMM 

The Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual focuses on what to test during 

the application development, and contains the basics of testing web security, as well as 

information on how to interpret test results (ISECOM, 2020).  

Benefits: the OSSTMM platform can be adapted to several types of tests, including 

vulnerability assessments, penetration tests, white box auditing, and much more. 

Security Product Standards and Techniques are managed and guaranteed by SAP global 

security team. For the local testing of product testers can use next Security Testing 

Tools. 
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3.20 Security Testing Tools 

Static Application Security Testing (SAST) is the analysis of the code or its part for 

finding vulnerabilities without launching the application under investigation.  

At the SAP the following tools are used. 

• Checkmarx (Java Script and Ruby). 

• Fortify (All Languages except ABAP). 

• Code Vulnerability Analyzer (ABAP).  

• Coverty (C and C++). 

Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) is a program that interacts with a web 

application through a web interface to identify potential vulnerabilities in a web 

application and architectural vulnerabilities. Also known as a black box testing. 

• HP WebInspect. 

• MobST. 

3.21 Threat Modeling 

Microsoft was the pioneer of threat modelling as practiced today. SAP enhanced this 

approach by providing three flavours of threat modelling each addressing particular 

needs: Product level, scenario level, and fast track threat modelling. 

Threat modeling is an approach for analyzing the security of an application. It is  

a structured approach that enables testers to identify, quantify, and address the security 

risks associated with an application. Product level threat modeling is the main and 

mandatory instrument of the SAP “Secure Software Development Lifecycle” 

Scenario level threat modeling is applied if a component is considered as critical and if 

deeper analysis is required 

Fast track threat modeling prevents from performing full-blown threat modelling in case 

a delta assessment is sufficient. 
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3.22 Evaluation of the current state 

Based on the information we got about testing techniques and tools that are used at  

the SAP we see that teams are allowed to build their own test strategy. Current state 

shows that teams could choose the channels for communication and reporting, tools for 

testing and storing the results and the model of development like SCRUM, but in most 

of cases model is adapted to the needs of the team. 

From the analysis we understand that exist various ways how to set up the work of the 

tester and implement it in a frame of Continuous Integration. Based on the results will 

be necessary to propose set of rules and techniques that will be known to all employees 

at the team to prevent, for example, unconsciously disclosing of information. In a real 

working environment, I have agreed the proposed concept of testing with manager and 

program coordinator, prepared relevant documentation and update the central reporting 

tool with the latest results of done work. Detailed work you can read in the chapter 4. 
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4 PROPOSALS AND CONTRIBUTION OF SUGGESTED 

SOLUTIONS 

In this section of my master thesis I will explain how to get Continuous Integration at 

the development team. Show the environment for this activities and interactions 

between the appropriate tools and build own test strategy. As a conclusion of this work I 

will write a script for the E2E test in a Robot Framework, which will be included into 

regression test process on Jenkins. 

This work will highlight only QA (Quality Assurance) role at the development team, 

testing techniques and how to integrate them into the Continuous Integration. General 

information about SCRUM, Agile, and structure of development team were mentioned 

in the previous chapters for understanding of CI principles, but they will not be included 

into practical part. 

4.1 Environment 

As it was mentioned above, in this section I will describe the environment that this work 

is a part of. As you could understand from the previous chapter the product which will 

be tested is a Fiori Cloud application. This is business application which helps to 

customers to organize their daily work. Before I will start with providing of additional 

details, the reader should take into consideration that the code is already written, all 

features discussed with the customer, now it is the phase of testing and fixing of bugs. 

Organize Collection Plans application 

Organize Collection Plans is an application developed for Collections managers who is 

primarily control the credit and collections activities of an organization. Managers 

should understand how to achieve increase of repayments at the company and be able to 

build their strategies. 

This application Organize Collection Plans allows to employees copy the base SAP 

collection strategy and edit your copied version to fit the collection needs of your 

business. 
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Key Features of the application: 

• edit inactive collection strategies while your primary strategy remains active, 

• adjust the due and overdue aging intervals used to sort open receivables, 

• exclude items that are involved in the legal process, 

• take cash discounts into consideration, 

• specify the number of tolerance days given after sending a dunning notice, 

• simulate a collection plans for a business partner. 

4.2 Scope of work 

Now we understand the purpose of the application and it is ready for testing. Next step 

is to build Test Cases that are intended to cover the product with test to prove that it has 

defined set of behaviors. 

The whole work we have been talking about Continuous Integration and theoretical 

methodologies how it should work. Now I purpose you to see closer how it works in 

real software development team. I will show the importance of integration of functional 

and automation testing in a frame of CI and build one complex E2E automation test to 

prove the quality of product from the business and technical point of view. 

Earlier I have mentioned about different testing Frameworks which are used at the SAP. 

Ideally tester should have a set of tests indifferent frameworks, that will provide the full 

overview of the functionality. Test could be shared with other teams for testing reports. 

The person interested in the product could execute the test and see the result without 

breaking the code and whole quality chain. For this purpose, START test script is the 

best option, person can execute the script locally, he just needs to have the accesses to 

the START tool and the name of the script. But if we will look on the daily tasks of 

tester directly working on the quality of product, we will see that all actions should be 

fast and efficient to quickly react on the any bugs that could appear. It means that tester 

should always have the current results of test statuses, and in case of any issues quickly 

determine where the problem is. If the bug is in application tester will report about it to 

the development team through JIRA, and if it tests issue, he will fix it by himself. In the 

previous chapter I have compared tests with START tool and Robot Framework. From 
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the results we see that START scripts are better in case when you want to show the UI 

and the functionality of SAP Fiori products (only) to the customers, managers or other 

teams to provide a general report. Meanwhile test written in Robot Framework is an 

application independent tool, has wider range of possibilities for testing and faster in 

executing scripts. Big advantage of Robot Framework is an ability to work with tags. 

You can run tests with a specific tag and analyze reports with their help. The log file 

contains statistics of tags, based on which you can take some action. By tags I bind 

autotests to JIRA. When the bug from the tracker closes, and the test from red turns 

green, we still have a history of what exactly has changed. Many months later, if the test 

turns red again, we can see what steps were taken to fix the problem last time, and even 

assume what led to the replay of the bug. Log analysis is an integral part of testing. 

Whatever happens at the time when tests are run, the Robot Framework writes 

absolutely everything. Such detailing helps to understand much faster what is the reason 

for the test crashing - is the system under the issue or there is something not considered 

in the test and needs to be fixed? The answer to this question is not always obvious, but 

Robot logs analysis helps to solve the issues much faster. 

Let’s look at the Robot Framework Architecture. As you can see the framework uses 

test data and test libraries to communicate with the system that is being tested. 

 

Figure 19: Robot Framework Architecture 

(Source: own processing adapted from RobotFramework) 
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4.3 Test Libraries 

Test libraries contain lowest-level keywords, often called library keywords, which 

interact with the system under test. Each library serves a unique testing purpose. The 

framework contains many standard libraries that are already included while installing 

and are always available. For example: Builtin, Operating System, Dialogs and Remote. 

However, Robot Framework perfectly works with external libraries that are developed 

to meet the user’s desires and requirements to perform certain testing purposes. Some of 

the most common external libraries are Selenium Library, Database Library or Android 

Library. Robot framework with Selenium Library is a perfect match for our goals.  

As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter we will look closer how to set up 

Quality Continuous Integration in the development team and will build test scenario and 

test script. 

To ensure providing of CI all tests should be stored at the team’s repository. For this 

purpose, we will use Git and GitHub hostings. To understand better the technology and 

a process of code split first we need to know about Version Control Systems. 

Tester or developer write a code, run it, and everything works as it should. When he 

adds a new feature, everything stops working. Sometimes it may take hours to find a 

small mistake. In such cases, version control systems come to the rescue. 

4.4 Version Control Systems 

Version control systems allow developers to save all changes made to the code. 

Therefore, in the case described above, they can simply roll back the code to the 

working state instead of spending hours searching for a small error or errors breaking 

the entire code. VCSs also provide an opportunity for several developers to work on the 

same project and save the changes to make sure that everyone can follow what they are 

working on. 

There are three types of VCS: local, centralized and distributed. 
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4.4.1 Local Version Control Systems 

 

Figure 20: Local Version Control Systems 

(Source: own processing adapted from Lubański, 2019) 

Many people use copying files to a separate directory as a method of version control, 

possibly even to a directory with a time stamp for more control. This approach is still 

very popular and widespread. Changes are saved as sets of patches, where each patch is 

dated and have a time stamp. Thus, if the code stops working, sets of patches can be 

combined to see the initial state of the file (Lubański, 2019). 

4.4.2 Centralized Version Control Systems 

CVCS was created to solve the problem of interaction with other developers. Such 

systems have a single server containing all versions of files, and several clients that 

receive files from this centralized storage and save them there. However, this approach 

has a significant drawback - if server will fall all data could be lost (Lubański, 2019). 
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Figure 21: Centralized Version Control Systems 

(Source: own processing adapted from Lubański, 2019) 

4.4.3 Distributed Version Control Systems 

The flaw of the CVCS was fixed in the DVCS, there clients do not just download a 

snapshot of all the files (the state of the files at a certain point of time), but completely 

copy the repository. This means that each client has a copy of the entire source code and 

the changes that were made. In this case, if one of the servers fails, any client repository 

can be copied to another server to continue working. Another advantage of DVCS is 

that they can simultaneously interact with several remote repositories, which means that 

you can work on several projects in parallel (Lubański, 2019). 
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Figure 22: Distributed Version Control Systems 

(Source: own processing adapted from Lubański, 2019) 

Now you understand what version control system is and why developers need them. For 

developing automation tests and building strong Continuous Integration in huge 

corporations’ teams should use only reliable Version Control Systems. As were 

mentioned above at SAP testers use Git and GitHub. 

4.5 Git 

Git is a distributed version control system that enables developers to track changes in 

files and work together with other developers. It was developed in 2005 by Linus 
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Torvalds, the creator of Linux, so that other developers can contribute to the Linux 

kernel. Git is known for its speed, simple design, support for non-linear development, 

full decentralization and the ability to work effectively with large projects. 

Most other systems store information in the form of a list of changes to files. Instead, 

Git's approach to storage data is more like a set of snapshots in a miniature file system. 

Each time you save the state of your project in Git, the system remembers how each file 

looks at that moment and saves a link to this snapshot (Git, 2020). 

Benefits of Git: 

• open source and easy to install, 

• small and fast. It performs all operations locally, which increase its speed. In 

addition, Git locally saves the entire repository into a small file without loss of 

data quality, 

• git is effective at storing Backups, 

• simple branching. In other VCS creating branches is a time-consuming task, Git 

makes branch management much simpler and more efficient (Git, 2020). 

4.6 GitHub 

GitHub is an online repository hosting service with all the features of distributed version 

control and source control functionality. It is usually used together with Git and enables 

developers to save their code online, and then interact with other developers in different 

projects. GitHub also has access control, bug tracking, task management and a wiki for 

each project. GitHub's goal is to foster developer interaction. A project uploaded to 

GitHub can be accessed using the Git command line interface and Git commands. There 

are also other functions, such as documentation, pull requests, commit history, 

integration with many popular services, email notifications, emojis, schedules, task lists, 

etc (GitHub, 2020).  

Git is a tool for implementing a distributed version control system, and GitHub is a 

service for projects using Git. 
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Theoretically we already have wrote the code of our test in a Robot Framework, commit 

it to the GitHub and what is next? For continuous deployment of automation tests we 

will use Jenkins. 

4.7 Jenkins 

Jenkins is a continuous integration tool that is most often used for software 

development. It is an automation environment that performs repetitive tasks, it can 

execute and control the execution of commands on remote systems. This is one of the 

most used tools for building automation pipeline (Jenkins, 2020). Due to the intuitive 

user interface, Jenkins is very easy to configure. It can be used on Linux, Macintosh, 

and Windows operating systems. Jenkins is designed for large-scale integration, making 

it easy to distribute work between different machines. In our case company teams using 

two methods of running tests: 

1. tests run after each commit - this is ideal for unit tests and controversial for end-to-

end, 

2. tests run once a day (mostly at night). This option is not suitable for unit tests, since 

the application can remain inoperative for a long time, but a good enough option for 

automated functional end-to-end tests, especially when tests take a long time. 

Jenkins provides the ability to test code in real time and provides the ability to receive 

reports on individual changes in an extensive code base. This tool mainly allows 

developers to quickly detect and fix bugs in the code, and then automatically test the 

code assembly. This is a great open source tool to schedule test automation jobs, 

visualize and analyze gotten results. It helps testers to organize their daily work and 

build a trustworthy Continuous Delivery pipeline. 

Robot test configurations can be scheduled to be executed using Jenkins. The results of 

execution are sent via Jenkins to the development team. The results of past executions 

are also used to build “Test Result Trend”: analysis of test executions. Users can 

configure the trigger of build or push of changes in their GIT repositories. Users can 

also use Test Aggregator feature to aggregate results of multiple Test Plans in one place. 
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Now we have analyzed the integration between Robot Framework, version control 

systems, have chosen the repository and continuous integration tool to performs 

repetitive tasks. Now it is time to start with testing. 

4.8 Test Suite 

From my experience and gained knowledge being at the position of SQA I would define 

Test Suite as a combination of Test Plans needed to show that the functional of product 

is stable, and it meets the required standards set by the company.  

Test Plan is a set of various test cases with different scenarios that should be executed. 

Table below contains test types that should be used, test plan and number of needed test 

cases. Practical part of the work is based on the Functional Integration testing because it 

is fundamental for E2E tests. 
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Table 4: Test Suite 

Type of testing Test Plan Name Test Cases 

FIT (Functional 

integration testing) 

FIT_ORG_COL_PLANS 

Manual + Automation 

E2E 

1. Check list report + filters 

+ search 

2. Delete plan 

3. Edit plan 

4.Change priority based on 

valuation point change 

5. Copy plan 

5.Add rule to plan 

6.Simulate plan for selected 

business partner 

7. Copy plan 
 

Unit tests   

ACC (Accessibility 

testing) 

ACC_ORG_COL_PLANS One test case intended to go 

through the entire 

application and check all 

labels and buttons 

SAT (Solution 

acceptance testing) 

SAT_ORG_COL_PLANS One test case where will be 

note meeting with the 

customer to check that all 

requirements are met 

(Source: own processing) 
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Table 4: Test Suite 

AUTH (Authorization 

testing) 

AUTH_ORG_COL_PLANS One test case contains 

complete scenario about 

logging and authorization 

objects 

LAT (Language 

acceptance testing) 

LAT_ORG_COL_PLANS One test case intended to 

go through the entire 

application and check all 

labels and buttons for 

translation correctness  

PERF (Performance 

testing) 

PERF_ORG_COL_PLANS Only one test case to 

measure the performance 

Threat Modeling 

(Security testing) 

Threat Modeling document One document to detect 

possible security threats  

(Source: own processing) 

Tester execute Test Cases and sending results for review to Product Owner. In case of 

bugs in the application the next scheme will be applicable. 

 

Figure 23: Bug workflow 

(Source: own processing) 
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When the bugs fixed and Test Cases review by PO it is time to create test script for 

regression testing. Regression test will ensure that existing functionality is not impacted, 

and no new defects have been introduced as a result of software changes. Test script 

that I have prepared for this application covering the most important functionality and 

will be executed on a daily base. 

4.9 E2E Test Scenario 

Write tests easily with Robot Framework SQA could use Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) for Python like PyCharm. It provides smart code verification, quick 

error detection and error correction, automatic code refactoring and rich navigation 

capabilities. Exactly in this IDE I have written my test script. Next I propose to see the 

code closer. 

*** Settings *** 

Documentation     An acceptance test suite for Organize Collection Plans 

... 

...               This set of tests verifies correct functionality of Organize Collection Plans 

from 

...               end user perspective. 

 

# Import Selenium keywords 

Resource          ../helper_application.robot 

 

# Also import OData keywords for data setup/teardown via API 

Resource          ../helper_application_odata.robot 

 

*** Test Cases *** 

1 - Tile is available 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open the app from the app finder 

    [Teardown]  Close Browser 

 

2 - Filters (Search) 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    When I search by    ${active_name} 

    Then Strategy is found      ${active_name} 
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    When I search by    ${active_currency} 

    Then Table is empty 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

3 - Filters (Adapt Filters) 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    When I add new filter 

    Then I can filter through new added filter      ${active_str} 

    When I restore filters 

    Then Filter is not available anymore 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

4 - Create Plan 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And Button is enabled   ${B_CREATE} 

    When I click on button      ${B_CREATE} 

    Then Object page is displayed   New Collection Strategy 

    When I click on button  ${B_SAVE} 

#    error displayed when ID, Name and Currency not filled 

    Then Alert dialog is opened   Messages 

    And I click on button  ${ALERT_DIALOG_CLOSE} 

    And Alert dialog is closed  Messages 

    When I fill Collection plan ID        ${new_str_name} 

    And I click on button  ${B_SAVE} 

    Then Alert dialog is opened   Messages 

    And I click on button  ${ALERT_DIALOG_CLOSE} 

    And Alert dialog is closed  Messages 

    When I fill Collection plan Name        ${new_str_description} 

    And I click on button  ${B_SAVE} 

    Then Alert dialog is opened   Messages 

    And I click on button  ${ALERT_DIALOG_CLOSE} 

    And Alert dialog is closed  Messages 

    When I fill Currency   EUR 

    And I click on button  ${B_SAVE} 

    And wait until element is visible   ${ALERT} 

    And wait until element is not visible   ${ALERT} 

    And Wait for table loading  ${TABLE_LOADING} 

    And Strategy is created     ${new_str_name}      ${new_str_description} 

    And I save details of new inactive strategy     ${new_str_name} 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 
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5 - Object Page - Organize Collection Plans edit - aging periods 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    When I click on plan    ${new_str_name} 

    Then List Object page is displayed   ${new_str_description} 

    When I click on Edit button 

    Then Edit mode is displayed 

    When Add new aging periods 

    Then Aging period is saved 

    When I click on Edit button 

    Then Edit mode displayed 

    When I remove new aging periods 

    Then Aging period is saved 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

6 - Delete Plan - Active 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And Button is disabled   ${B_DELETE} 

    When I select plan      ${active_id} 

    Then Button is enabled   ${B_DELETE} 

    When I click on button      ${B_DELETE} 

    Then Dialog is opened   Delete 

    When I click on button  ${BUTTON_DIALOG_DELETE} 

    Then Warning message is displayed       Messages   is used 

    And Dialog is closed    Delete 

    When I click on plan    Active 

    Then Object page is displayed   ${active_name} 

    And Button is enabled   ${OBJECT_PAGE}${B_DELETE} 

    When I click on button      ${OBJECT_PAGE}${B_DELETE} 

    Then Dialog is opened   Delete 

    When I click on button  ${BUTTON_DIALOG_DELETE} 

    Then Warning message is displayed       Messages   ${active_str} 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

7 - Delete New Created Plan - Inactive 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And I save details of new inactive plan     ${new_str_name} 

    And Delete plan 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 
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8 - Copy Plan 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And Button is disabled      ${B_COPY} 

    When I select plan      ${active_id} 

    Then Button is enabled   ${B_COPY} 

    When I click on button      ${B_COPY} 

    Then Dialog is opened   Copy Strategy 

    When I fill plan details    ${new_str_name}      ${new_str_description} 

    Then I click on button  ${BUTTON_DIALOG_SUBMIT} 

    And Dialog is closed    Copy Strategy 

    And Wait for table loading  ${TABLE_LOADING} 

    And Strategy is created     ${new_str_name}      ${new_str_description} 

    When I click on button      ${B_GO} 

    Then Plan is created     ${new_str_name}      ${new_str_description} 

    And I save details of new inactive plan     ${new_str_name} 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

9 - Object Page - Collection Rules display 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    When I click on plan    ${new_str_name} 

    Then Object page is displayed   ${new_str_description} 

    And Collection Rules displayed 

    And I check rules are ordered by valuation 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

10 - Object Page - Collection Plan edit - collection rules 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And I check Draft active 

    When I click on strategy    ${new_str_name} 

    Then Object page is displayed   ${new_str_description} 

    When I click on Edit button 

    Then Edit mode displayed v2 

    When I click on Header 

    Then I set automation valuation 

    When I change valuation 

    Then New valuation saved on top 

    When I set Exit Rule to Yes 

    Then Valuation set to 0 and moved on top 

    And I restore all changes 
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    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

11 - Object Page - Remove Rule 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And I check Draft active 

    When I click on strategy    ${new_str_name} 

    Then Object page is displayed   ${new_str_description} 

    When I click on Edit button 

    Then Edit mode displayed v2 

    And I save collection rules number 

    And Button is disabled  ${DELETE_RULE} 

    When I select colection rule    1 

    Then Button is enabled  ${DELETE_RULE} 

    When I click on button  ${DELETE_RULE} 

    Then Dialog is opened   Delete 

    When I click on button  ${BUTTON_DIALOG_DELETE} 

    Then Dialog is closed   Delete 

    Then I check collection rules number 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

12 - List Report - Smart Link on Created By 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And I save details of new inactive strategy     ${new_str_name} 

    When I click on Created By smart link 

    Then Additional pop-up is displayed 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

13 - Delete New Copied Plan - Inactive 

    [Tags]  selenium    no-firefox 

    Given I Open app and save plan details 

    And I save details of new inactive strategy     ${new_str_name} 

    And Delete strategy 

    [Teardown]    Close Browser 

 

Code above shows the general test plan consisting of test cases that will be executed in 

the code. Purpose of every test is to make it understandable to the end user who read it 

by implementing certain level of abstraction to it. Another purpose of abstraction is to 

hide implementation from the end user, to avoid data disclosure. In this code I showed 
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the main file, the definitions of functions and variables written in the separate file so 

called helper. Also, as was mentioned previously Robot Framework can use different 

libraries, external and internal. Test uses internal library written by mine colleagues in 

combination with Selenium library. 

The test covers all main functions of the Organize Collection Plans application and in 

combination with other test plans from the table proves the that it has met the required 

quality. 

Pipeline of the proposed solution looks next: 

Phase1: The Product Owner defines the backlog in JIRA with list of business scenarios 

from the end user perspective that should be tested. Tester execute functional testing, 

write documentation for every tested scenario and linking it to JIRA. Every document 

should be approved by PO in case of bug see the Bug workflow scheme.  

Phase2: When all Test Plans executed (see Table 4: Test Suite) and the product meets 

all requirements it is time to write automation E2E test. Steps included into this phase: 

• new test created in the new branch, 

• commit new test locally, 

• push branch to the remote origin, 

• on GitHub create pull request and select assignee, 

• assignee confirm merge pull request. 

GitHub repository is integrated with your Jenkins project: 

• Jenkins access to scan your repositories, 

• new job (execute test) was triggered automatically from the commit we made at 

the previous steps, 

• check the results on Jenkins. 

E2E including testing of entire system from start point to the finish results. E2E tests 

simulate real user scenarios, basically checking how a real user will use the application. 

This test will be used for further regression testing. Execution will be done on a daily 
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basis, and results will be stored at the dashboard. SQA that working on this application 

will check test results and in case of fail will fix it and send the changes to repository 

using specified steps. The practice shows that binding automation tests to JIRA by tags 

is very useful. When the bug from the tracker closes, and the test from red turns green, 

we still have a history of what exactly has changed. Many months later, if the test turns 

red again, we can see what steps were taken to fix the problem last time, and even 

assume what led to the replay of the bug.  
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5 EVALUATION AND BENEFITS 

The scope of the master thesis is to integrate testing activities into Continuous 

Integration process at the newly appeared team at the SAP company. In summing up  

the information mentioned in the previous chapters we can say that the main goal was 

achieved. Sub-objectives defined in the chapter 1 were fully covered with the theoretical 

explanations and practical examples. The implementation of the CI practice gave to  

the development team confidence in the quality of the information system and allowed 

them to confirm that all customer requirements have been implemented, the system 

fully met them and had no errors in the program code. 

At the high level of project management, the CI brought many advantages. Teams that 

using this approach have reduced risks related to the quality of a product, and release 

delay. It provides better project visibility which helps to the managers make effective 

decisions because the collected information is just-in-time. All important data are stored 

in one place, where you can see trends and statistics. Continuous Integration gives  

a confidence in the developed software products and guarantee the SAP product 

standards. 

Testing on every stage of development is a must have topic for fast growing companies 

which want to deliver only high-quality products and reduce cost for the further product 

maintenance. Team that consist of people working previously in a different environment 

might be blocked by the lack of their quality pipeline. In this work we have built own 

test strategy and bind together all members of the team into one delivery pipeline, what 

proves that Agile development works great in combination with DevOps.  

Since this master thesis covers the work of quality assurance, I would like to mention 

next advantages of implemented solution. 

1. CI definitely changed development day-to-day habits and make them more efficient. 

2. The QA could provide reports of current state at any stage of the development. 

3. Defects are detected and fixed sooner, because the CI runs tests several times per day. 
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4. QAs working on the project have access to the test results and could faster react on 

them. 

5. All changes are monitored and controlled by other QAs so nobody would break  

the tests. However if the problem will arise the copy of master repository is always 

saved on the other local computers, so there is a chance to rolled back.   

I have agreed the proposed concept of testing with manager and program coordinator, 

prepared relevant documentation and update the central reporting tool with the latest 

results of a done work. The described solution led the development team to fully cover 

the quality of the final product and fulfill the product standards of the SAP.  

SAP is an international corporation with many departments responsible for maintenance 

and support of development teams. This means that testing of a products does not 

limited only by provided techniques and tools, but further information could not be 

disclosure. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This work was done with purpose to provide the “smart” way of testing to the newly 

appeared team. Software development teams should be always focus on quality and 

effectiveness of their work. The quality of the final product determines many factors, 

and one of them is a test strategy. Rational test strategy includes not only the best 

testing tools existing on the market but also project management approach, and 

communication between team members. 

In the chapter 2 I have described general principals of the Agile and DevOps, prove  

the relationship and effectiveness of using these two project management approaches at 

the development teams. Describe what is it Continuous Integration, why companies 

need it, and how to set up it. 

Chapter 3 provides knowledges about the case company and its products. Main goal  

of the chapter is to introduce to the reader existing testing techniques at the case 

company and ways how to handle them. 

In the chapter 4 I explained how to integrate testing activities into Continuous 

Integration at the development team. Show the environment for this activities and 

interactions between the appropriate tools. As a final result of the work we could see  

the existing of the own test strategy which was described on a practical example.  

Working on this master thesis was interesting experience for me because I have started 

this journey last year and since that time, I had an opportunity to apply gained 

theoretical knowledge on the real working environment and got the positive feedback 

from the development team I am part of. Create testing concept is an endless process, 

and there are many steps and ways toward to continuous improvement. This offers 

the possibility to continue this work in the future and to adapt new tools and 

frameworks to emerging threats. 
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